Power BI 1-Day Assessment and Roadmap
The Right Way To Roll-out Power BI For Your Organization

Rollout and adoption of Power BI within organizations without the proper assessment of needs, implementation plan, and KPI definition can lead to data and security chaos, leading decision makers to question those reporting as a legitimate source of information.

Our robust Power BI Assessment and Roadmap help organizations define the right KPIs; identify the right data sources and system integrations; and build scalable and sustainable Power BI solutions, the right way.

Value to Customer
- Defined BI Strategy
- Enabled Success, Governance, Data Integrity
- Improved User Adoption
- Increased Solution Scalability

How It’s Done
- Identify BI Needs and Challenges
- Define the Right KPIs and Integration Points
- Establish a Robust Power BI Roadmap and Roll-out Plan

Results and Deliverables
An actionable roadmap and robust implementation plan - based on your company’s unique BI needs, data structure & security requirements- to successfully design, implement, and rollout Power BI, the right way!

“Optimum’s ability to prioritize our project and work with us to meet our ever-evolving needs was exactly what we needed, and we would not have been able to successfully implement without their tremendous support.”
- Project Manager at Machinery and Manufacturing Global Company
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